
Dear Entrepreneur, 

We are delighted to have you present at the European Venture Summit (December 9 & 10, Dusseldorf). The online 
reviews of your profile and uploaded presentation will begin from November 17. Both online reviews and the onsite 
reviews will be taken under consideration when deciding the winners of the venture contest.  

EVS Format, December 9 & 10 
We expect you to present to a jury of investors in a company review session with 4-5 other entrepreneurs. You will have 
up to 8 minutes to convince the jury about your innovation, scalability and business potential, followed by 7-minute 
Q&A from the jury. It is recommended that you use MS PowerPoint or PDF. Beside this, you can attend plenary 
discussion sessions, keynote speeches, and roundtable discussion sessions.  

EVS Venture Academy, December 8 (optional) 
It is an afternoon workshop where experienced coaches from the relevant industry areas will help entrepreneurs to fine-
tune their pitches and sharpen value proposition for the summit. The Workshop is open to all participating 
entrepreneurs free-of-charge. If you are interested to join, please confirm with me by November 17 and I will register you 
for the venture academy. 

Besides the EVS pitch, to make your participation and time worthwhile we have the following offers:                
Exclusively for only one representative per presenting company 

 Book One2One Meetings # €250 
EVS is the meeting point of over 100 active investors and 100 promising entrepreneurs. One2one meeting is the 
perfect way to match up with the right investor. Make the best of it by scheduling one2one meetings with the 
right people.  

 Register for EVS Networking Dinner # €95 
An opportunity to join the investors, entrepreneurs and guests for a social networking evening after a day-long 
summit. 

 Networking Package [Four One2One Meetings + Networking Dinner]   # €295 
Networking package includes both one2one meetings and networking dinner for presenters. Make the best of 
your EVS experience by scheduling one2one meetings with the right people and also attend the EVS dinner. 

For your colleague: 
Mandatory for the second representative of your company 

 Register your colleague as a delegate   
Bring your colleague as a silver/gold delegate to the EVS and extend your circles. Think of the pace at which your 
company can reach out to a wider audience and establish new contacts when two or three of you are there at 
the EVS. Discussion sessions, coffee breaks, lunch, presentation sessions - networking opportunities await 
everywhere. 
Silver delegate # €400 includes: Access to the full program + Networking Dinner 
Gold delegate # €650 includes: Access to the full program + Networking Dinner + Four One2one meetings 
use code “EVS2P25” to get 25% off 

Logistics: 

 EVS programme 

 Venue & Accommodation 
 
Please do not hesitate to drop me a mail or call if you have any questions. 
Looking forward to seeing you in Dusseldorf! 
Best, 
Mashrukh 
+32 (0) 2 643 36 81; mashrukh@e-unlimited.com 
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